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00:00:00 - 00:05:17

As latter day saint leaders we face very difficult conversations that put us at risk of saying the
wrong thing that can do more harm than good. Many of these conversations relate to LGBTQ
latter-day saints. Have you had a fellow ward member come out to you about their LGBT
identity? Have you had LGBT neighbors and you just don't know what to say to them so you
ignore them instead? Have you wrestled with balancing love for your fellowmen while still
respecting the doctrines of the restored gospel? In order to help, Leading Saints has put
together the LGBT Saints library with more than twenty presentations featuring individuals who
have unique perspective or expertise around this topic. Three of the most popular sessions are
available now to watch simply text. The word lead to four seven four seven four seven to start
watching now or visit leading. Saints dot org slash. Lgbt my name is scot free. I'm from spokane
washington. I've been listening to leading saints and podcasts as well as the summit the thing i
enjoy most about it is listening to current. We'll just drill the specific questions of the people that
he's talking with and interviewing and really dig deep to really bring to the surface. Well of us are
wondering about curious about and looking for insights on could be better understanding and
just improving our lives that way just incredible resource that that's out. there leading. Saints is a
nonprofit organization. Dedicated to helping latter-day saints be better prepared to lead and we
do that through content creation. Like this podcast. Which you hope useful subscribe to. We
also have a website leading saints dot org with thousands of incredible articles all about
leadership in the context of being latter day. Saint we host virtual summits live events and also
have a weekly newsletter to keep you up to date on all things. Happening with leading saints
visit leading saints dot. Org for more information of a position of leadership which was imposed
upon us by the god of heaven who brought four se restoration of the gospel of jesus christ when
the declaration was made concerning the all and only true and living church on the face of her
lever immediately put in a position loneliness loneliness of leadership from which we cannot
straight. Dr rao way and to which we must face up with boldness and courage and ability. I'm



with jordan romans. Are you jordan great. Great things are now. Give us a little background like.
Where do you live what you're calling what we hope to talk about today. A little background will
coming to you from apex north carolina outside of rawleigh. In fact right by the rally temple is
actually in. I go to church in the state center. that's right by. So if you're near the rallying symbol
that you're not far from where we are. We've been year my family. My wife listened. My four
children have been here almost eight years. Which is the longest we lived anywhere moved
here from arizona before ad. An-and utah for that in virginia before that suit kind of bounce team
on back and forth between east and west out a daughter who's commission in it's like sitting
square. She's been out for about ten months now. Currently i serve as the bishop in the peter
pre war here in in the steak and what we hope to talk about today. Just figured it out. Jordan s
over get-tough absent notes cool and so. How long have you been bishop at this point just so i
actually today is four and a half years day. My biggest fear is no releasing you before. I figure
out how to do it so after jordan. That's what happens after so let's cool. I'm excited to learn
about your experience in what's what's going on in your neck of the woods and the kingdom of
god and maybe just tells like wet. Maybe seem so long ago. Like just transitioning into being a
bishop. Some of the early hurdles that maybe didn't expect to the face to early on so
assiduously had been serving in. The break is a counselor prior to so i had some idea the
administrative tasks division when do needed to do but i can remember too funny are cayenne
does one is my first full sunday as bishop.

00:05:17 - 00:10:00

I was at shirts for almost thirteen hours between meetings and meeting with people but it was
just i was gonna lean at la meeting with the youth but the minute everything Nice okay. I got
home. I can barely keep iso in driving home. I got home and dinner was sitting on my place at
the table. Everybody else had gone back to their rooms wherever they were. I remember closing
Closing my eyes to say a prayer images slowly right into my dinner And so. I wasn't prepared. I
think for just At the desk most of the day but just the the mental exercise spiritual exercise. That
was there that was the first surprise me is i hadn't experienced that has grown slower and then i
was. It was about two weeks. Three weeks later. Driving out to virginia to see my folks and i got
a phone call from a sister in the war. Who was struggling with a question about whether or not to
babysit her. Mother's dog while her mother had an outpatient surgery for her was really a
struggle and off. Phone i'm in the car by myself at the time and i'm thinking oh man. Whatever i
say is going to be the gospel truth for this circumstance riling while my vicious only. I didn't have
to watch your dog in it. You know it seems funny now but in the in the moment i said you know
can i just take a minute. Call you back on the phone. And then i just atmos conversation daily
our saying. What do i do in this situation. You know what i tell her. It's not there's no doctrinal
basis one way or the other. do we say be kind and do it. But if you're really feeling like each i
mean they're kinda funny anecdotes. But but i wasn't is just surprised by that aspect that you
know whatever i might say somebody might take that as this absolute guys not allow me to do.
This forgot to expect that. I will And that really made me pause and say man. I don't wanna get
this wrong. And so so. That was a little surprising in a little overwhelming at the beginning. So i
call her mac Good conversations. she made a decision by if i cannot. It's my dad was a bishop.



Couple times when i called the we were talking Advice and he said you know. Here's the the
best thing i can tell you is. You're not going gonna solve anybody's problems. They're gonna
they're gonna come in they're gonna talk to you. You're gonna try and give them wise counsel in
their league with those problems. The only person that's gonna psalm is the savior. So you don't
worry about having to solve everybody's problem even just pointing to saviors. You'll be okay
now. I didn't remember that right in the moment when this lady's asking the dog the whole
weeks but was a little Bush or not as really good. Now you think y- dynamic. You really don't
expect just the the weight of your words change right. Your council is suddenly bishop council
and brings a little weight with it or some people put too much weight on. Maybe what would
have said or even when you say things in passing so he you sort of get into that mode or it's like
i'm really be thoughtful about the words i speak in the put together in in some of these situations
you know so as i do. These how lead interviews is asked you could together some principals
feel like have served you well during your time in leadership and let's go through these. The first
one is When we are sincere. The lord's forgiveness is essentially immediate. It gives us some
background on that i love. I love this What i come to understand about this principle to lots are
used that You know repentance is our process that we go through repentance is lifelong right is
a continual tweet here in turn there. I'm gonna change so it takes effort. It tastes time but firm
guinness. The way i understand it. When when we're sincere is almost like that.

00:10:00 - 00:15:01

Right at the laurence's hey i've already. Though sins those mistakes they were paid for long ago
in fact if we kinda ban time they were always paid for so to speak right the always going to. I'm
fulfill that role in so to me. It's a you know. I've met with people in the office in my own personal
africa of had these experiences where i felt the immediate response for say. It's okay. I forgive
you right now. You're gonna have to work on this not over. you know. I often refer to the the
woman in in the dossier we know the story very well. Her change has to take place over the rest
of her. But the forgiveness from the lord i think comes in that moment when he says i don't
condemn bradley By you need to change the working on this by just been incredibly amazed at
how quick to have that. Feeling that confirmation in to be able to actually articulate it to
somebody and say you know. Here's the impression i get harrison. I get as the lord is forgiven.
You because you're sincere right in if you come in tomorrow and you've made the same mistake
in your sincerely. Sorry for in your really trying. I believe in the lord's link. Okay i forgive you
again. It's not hard to do. That is hard for us. Sometimes to believe that he will or that he does. I
think if we can believe it makes the repentance process so much easier and more effective in a
more long last riders. I believe he's mainly clean coal right this moment. So there's hope there at
To see how you know he articulating in communicate. These these principles especially in the
context of repentance. Because sometimes it's easier the wrong impression or you know you're
going to have to really work for this forgiveness or you know you don't feel bad enough and so
it's great to recognize that you know the the lord sacrifices done and forgiveness is waiting for
us to pick it up. You know while as freely offered the keys muniz sincerely riot. Not in some well.
I've done this for you know three months or six months. I believe we look at alma younger and in
the moment he says oh jesus sound god have mercy. It's wiped away ray. He says my my pain.



My english was gone or as the you spent. How many years doing all these bad things. so back.
five. When i seen some meaningful change because i think i know the knows our hearts rights.
He knew alcaide al that he was sincere. And so it's gone right now again. Almost the rest of his
life trying to to show his conversion we spend the rest of our lands trying to repent daily ensure
conversion. But if we can just believe that christ will forgive us immediately right. He's not
interested. I say to ella is not interested in He's interested in progression win. We progressed.
he allows us to progress. The minute were array at. He doesn't he doesn't hold us to some time
to to follow death grayson that for sure. The next principal Intrigued by as far as we should
Leader should do more to build bridges outside of our church or word community. And i know
you've done a lot of work in this area so tell us about that journey off got a really great friend.
His name is kyle meyer. He's the pastor at one of the methodist congregations here in town and
we met our state. Does this leader lunch in every year. So for last year but where we bring in
Faith leaders sitting leaders. Government officials watch together in we. Just get to meet people
from other walks of life and celebrate. 'em what they're doing and in the church actually stay.
Gives out a bridge builder award in a big been. The ymca is a disaster cleanup. I wish i'd say
this my creation wasn't i can't hear already running but one is is in one of those luncheons. I'm
sitting next to this guy. We strike a conversation. He is the minister. Here at the local is called
the peak church topeka methodist church in just an awesome guy with a great testimony of
christ in a desire. Good in sewer an just been call as the bishop in so i was pretty excited about.
Hey let's you know let's le- narms induce something so we talked and talked. We exchanged
numbers and then one year later. We are sitting side by side in the same luncheon. Hey look
familiar.

00:15:01 - 00:20:05

Yeah we were gonna do something a little while to get going but we all used together so we had
sixty five yards about twenty five years. We actually went into their church Could bake where we
packaged dry goods and we stood outside in different locations around the town and as people
came out of the shopping centers stores they were in we had used. They're saying hey we love
to give you two bags of cookies one for you to date for your family and one for you. They can
take to a neighbor said no no religion around you know. It's just decided nice neighborhoods to
know at. It was such a neat experience for a while for all but for our youth to be In early and
then to welcome us they had this big Soundproof glass or acrylic enclosure. Where they had it
drowns that they use in the down in their service in our little jealous if they had drums and guitar.
We're gonna get our state. President approved that but But they were super gracious. We had
kids that weren't members of the congregation. You join meal kizzee raw friends so that was just
this amazing starter and amazing relationship friendship with that with my with with kyle a year
later or not quite. We were having the dedication of the rededication of the raleigh temple but
adds a down to the to the foundation and builder back up and is were out to lunch. One day
guideline needs to say. Did this podcast. Would you like to be on it in. Talk to my congregation
about your temple. They said What i liked yet to be on and so we send our midday a little more
on this podcast. That was predominantly his own congregation. Where he asked me very
insightful. Berry irreverent questions about a temple but Meant to acid and then he joined the for



example a couple of weeks later down. You know just as idea. Hey we're trying to good. You're
trying to link arms and do some good together l. Let's get us together. Let's not be afraid just
because we believe a little bit differently about some of the doctrine that we can't be united in
doing it right. He asked a strong testimony of christ. He wants to bring people to guy he wants to
help. People be better. I love that. And there's a ton of faith leaders here in this area. We're
pretty lucky. Apex is a very religious Were in the south. Bronx place for people talk about their
church. In fact i've seen a hundred times when people move in especially in our war. Somebody
will say i was moving boxes in my neighbor chemo. They said hey. Do you have insurance that
you go to the church that we belong to. Would you like to come. And i say why. Are we not doing
that. In rename of it. Let's walk over and say hey got great about three feet onto so i just think
that there are so many opportunities outside of. I think we need to do we. Obviously we build
and strengthen our awards that's important provide opportunities for youth but there are some
good people out there trying to do good and how rates link arms be connected with them. Yeah i
love that story Actually listen to that. Podcast episode What's the name of the his podcast. Also
from peach news from okay. Yeah i'll have to put that lincoln there because it was just like you
could tell the friendship you had you. You're very comfortable each other and talking back and
forth about different religious concepts and it was just a great example of how to do that. I
learned that concept from the the question of you know have you. Have you found a church to
attend yet because inside of utah. You sort of feel like you have to ask you. Are you a latter day.
Saint for skills such a predominant like cultural thing but Works even within utah but instead of
asking what religion are you just ahead. Have you found church to attend yet. You're welcome to
attend with us in. You know that may open up a lot a lot of opportunity so that people are open
about it. You even is situations where passes. It's more of a social network for them or dab.
Even in their very open about. I go to church minister china to be like jesus. Drive down this
about any street in. Somebody's gotta sign that Jesus in here you know in their yard and it's just
it's it's nice to feel like you can have that conversation with people and it's pretty cool seattle
people to come in them and data experience.

00:20:07 - 00:25:03

I don't know that we'd do it enough. And i know we're we're counseled modeled with our at the
church today siege urge. You can get a little nervous. When when is the the local church What
am i. parameters editors that i can attack sustain. I think again. i'm. I'm offer following rules in
handbooks. Those are good Buried they leave a lot of into say he doesn't want to go out and
meet somebody be involved in serving with gesture process all lines down so i think we have
some leeway a little more leeway today. We said yeah. Let's go out get engaged with other
people other religions other groups so curious about this. The community leader luncheon is
something that the public affairs puts together or so the way it's been going on for about twelve
or thirteen years. It was before i got here. The way understood was yeah. Our public affairs.
Group is our our previous state. President was actually a public affairs. You know director prior
to that. And so i think he was instrumental in getting the approval in putting it all together and
then and then as he asher the call to be the president and now all of the the keys there to to
push it even further forward so we have about two hundred two hundred hundred hundred and



fifty people or ten now adding the first one was like a narrow their mostly all church church
members. Maybe a few maybe a mayor. But we've got all mayors from the local towns down so
five or six years that come we've had government officials from different like foreign diplomats
that have been invited in come. We've had the governor's someone from the governor's office
usually. It's not the governor comes. Yeah but certainly a wide range of of civic and religious
leaders blaster or two years ago. I sat with the chief of police in the the fire. Chief in town here in
an ex allows pretty needs to just talk to them and talk about. Hey you know if if there is a
disaster we've got pretty good way of at least contacting our folks Imagine if we lanes with all
these other churches how quickly we could get information out you know cornell with them with
the police. The fire rescue or whatever it's a hurricane we need to get information quickly so just
got funded to go back to work in. You know how we work together now doesn't always have to
be church related although it's nice to support it right with in the stay center there they get to see
what we do. We are typically only invite like church leaders or other community individuals who
live within the boundaries of your steak or close to it there. Is there a cutoff. He named doors.
Yeah no so we we pull as many as Cuddle the mayors are from towns. That in a sarah safe from
us then certainly they reach out to all like at the state level so we had the same disaster relief
organization was represented. We've got like but also stay. Ymca so they try and pull everybody
that we sort of touched down re's with right if if our evade tax sessions boundaries with the next
town over we want him to to come even if a different stake a way to don't go another city over
right we gotta leave after that stake and we say look. We'll just we'll touch all of our neighbors
Make sure that we're communicating with them. And then at the pierre level will look at state in
even you know national or international now. I don't know how we know our. I don't know how
our president knew the console Jet the consul-general of ecuador. How meter he was there
announce pretty cool Goes outside of the of the state constantly idea. Is you know as related to
link arms with the people around and ends recognize. Somebody's contribution so two years
ago. It was the ymca just our local one of the local ymca and they had. I think eight or nine
ladies who worked there who came represented the group they get a plaque in and this nice
ceremony in it's actually really is been really neat.

00:25:03 - 00:30:05

I've gotten to know our current mayor in our previous nair pretty well just initially through that
contact than how do we get. How good neighbors this citizens in the community. What what
does the mayor sees a need. Then can we help. She'll have we support. What what. He's trying
to do cheese. Trying to really inspiring a great way to to make it welcoming and install about ten
sunday services for say. Let's get together and talk and get to know each other and where
sewer leads. So that's awesome an expert. Will you put his callings are rarely bow efficiency or
proficiency what you mean by that also our state prison. You know what i always say. The lord's
Interested in east distancing. Most of what we do not the most efficient way to do it right calling.
Lay people them to leave the church. Who have no background in in. Most of the south Things
that's okay sending out eighteen nineteen year old michigan. Certainly down doesn't seem like
the most efficient way to do things but it works. it works Because god's not interested in
efficiency is interested in growth and opportunity in. So if you tryin say well. I'm gonna put it the



most proficient or efficient person in calling the wrong most signs. They're also while you might
be right. But i think if you just based on who is do. I have a teacher by training. That i can put in
this role The the person that is actually going to make an impact. I should say missed. That
person could very well do the call. But i just loved. Lord isn't interested. In whether or not i have
a degree in seminary right to be bishop war. I mean clearly. He's not interested efficiency. See in
this case said proficiency in case but certainly this idea that that we don't have to have some
kind of formal training or even show an aptitude but he's got to be willing willing to serve adalah
so as as to extend in a lot of callings over the years people will often. I'll say would you be
willing to accept this. Call me and they'll say well bishop. I feel really overwhelmed. I say all that
great action look at municipal. I said i felt overwhelmed. And i said no i heard you isn't that's
great or wound needs. It will will kneel down last for some help now. Debilitated is a different
story billeted unless talk and maybe this isn't right but But if you're feeling a little bit
overwhelmed that's good Laura can work with that because you're humble and you recognize it.
I know that can't do this all by missile. The you know. I just referenced Listening to previous
podcasts. The a recent one with with thomas griffith were it was talking about politics in sort of
getting offic radin just republican run on democrat or whatever the the navy I think we can do
that. Sometimes in the church. There's just these ten guys that you know that that that he's
going to be the best person for the job i know. Because i know he's just contrasted of this
righted. There's nothing wrong with that in a great place to be. If you're if you're that kind of
person. But i you know i changed. Well let me finish so mighty atom. He was the bishop on
housing shared. My dad's bishop. And when i was twelve he called. I forget his name brother.
Barnes that i can't remember his first name brother. Barnes is not a member. churches wife was.
This was a different era. My dad call him to be sunday school teacher. They can today but there
was nothing against against guest in mayhem over out. My dad's a little bit mavericks. Oh gee
but he thought. You know if if i teach at brother barnes teaches. It will help him learn to be my
my sunday school teacher and to his credit brother kearns accepted the call as a member in
every week and he taught my class and it wasn't too long he'd been married maybe twelve
fifteen years sir A super nice guy wasn't interested in joining the church and it wasn't long before
the call my dad and said i'd like to be baptized.

00:30:06 - 00:35:04

Anatomy stories can work that way. But but it has always got me thinking about roy. Barnes was
not the choice that you would make ride. Wasn't the person you think. Oh yeah we're gonna put
somebody in toronto youth. It's gotta be this other. You know scott. This guy knows he's been
the president five times. These amazing many dry is amazing but it was a little different. So so i
just love it. You know the war wasn't interested in efficiency in that situation. He was interested
in brother bars. And so brother. Barnes had the opportunity to to grow in learn and it changed
his life and his family's life forever and an ice diary story ends slang asked follow. Interestingly
enough i have. If i don't mind a similar story We knew young woman's president in our war. This
was a couple years back. And i go through as i had of going down the rows and trying to say
everybody's nate that the sacraments going on than needed out this young woman's president
and In the very back in the back my mind right as there is a woman a sister who's not a member



of the church site. Look at each sister. And i kinda think for a minute you know seventy dollars.
The city wants this. Who should be with. No preconceived ideas is ongoing doing this exercise. I
get to her and In the thought is man she would make a great president. I thought yeah she
would. She's amazing just not member of the church makes a little tricky because while my dad
did so i kind of move on i got to two sisters over when it was as if someone took my head.
Coach swollen back in thought was Not that she would be good young woman's president. She
will be the president of october justin trudeau. So i'm thinking well she's been married for twelve
years same almost exactly coming to church facial paste hiding husband's a saw astro
members. Actually my counselor now. So i invited her to come meet with me the office so she
comes in. We're talking to. She's a very straight shooter. I said the suggestion. I gotta tell you.
The impression had in church last week and in the glory to be our national women's president.
And i said i she's like i i don't understand nice i don't understand either except for this is what i
know. This is what i was what i felt anyway. We talked to that and she said well. Are you asking
me to take the discussions. Are you asking me to accept the common. And i said well both
neither. I'm asking you to pray it out and in asked whether or not you should be baptized
because to take the calling. You've got to be a member of the church. But i'm telling you right
now. The war wash you in this calls. I was scared. I know this. Because i don't wanna pain her
into a corner. Wanna be manipulative. I don't and i told her that. I said listen. I relate a message.
They came to me from spirit in his to you. But i don't wanna pay into a corner want you to feel
like there's your your stock here but this is what i know. So we talked about. She said while. I'm
gonna ask really thinking praia will really you need to know In the middle of november. We have
a follow meetings. Just need a little more time. Okay no problem. We meet again the beginning
of december and she comes in and knock short story basically. She says you know even last
night. I wasn't sure what my decision would be. But i just spirit told me that i would know today.
We were talking. Oh so whatever. I say is going to leave this one way or the other or honestly
what. What do you feel right now. She so i feel like. I need to be baptized. And i'm trying to to
jump out my share and at my heart's beating night united's Feel the spirit confirming lives and
she says know. I probably ought to tell my husband. Let's do that. I you you do that. And then
we can talk about logistics so we. She was baptized on january twelfth. She was confirmed on
january thirteenth as a member of the church is used his team as our women's president on
january twentieth.

00:35:05 - 00:40:01

Cool and she served for two years and she was amazing. I love that was in a really cool. So
may authority stories like that. Maybe they all have your like you said maybe some don't but it's
worth it sort of you know worth looking down that that path every once in a while i remember as
in bishoprics like going through names and discussing suggestions of names for certain callings.
Oftentimes i'd say or i need a dark horse candidate here like i need someone. That's sort of off
the wall. That may be dinner and it's like you're sort of pushing up against that revelation to see
if it pushes back you know because it's so easy to say like okay. We need to sunday. School
teacher either got that the high school science teacher or the the corporate sales guy who is
really good with presenting. Like which one are you gonna pick and it's great. You know those



individuals make remarkable teachers. Because that's your skill and maybe there's a season for
that but to sort of push up against that revelation to see if it pushes back on some names you
wouldn't expect even those that would aren't even members like your experience that's a. That's
a remarkable exercise. While i love. I love that i love what you're saying. I started anytime we
need. We have a calling in just a little bit of you know before we even discuss it as bishop break.
I go through the list. And i almost start with. Who's the least likely candidate. I who is the person
that probably wouldn't ever get recommended again. It's not on trying to is not. I want every
story to be saying. Look at this you know saying at but but we can essentially get myopic about
adapted in. I think the lord expects us to use our elected and discuss it end. You know not just
say okay. We'll have any. Just tell me everything. I need to do right this. Tell me what it is. I
mean we have to talk it out. I think sometimes we have to say. Hey this guy or this woman could
really do this call. You know this could the calling. Npr will say absolutely not in it. Turns out
they're fantastic. They become fantastic end. Sometimes they don't but they have a great
experience in the process adding a dentist Like well it wasn't great but it was good for him in the
process for sure. Well during this event fantastic. I appreciate these principles and the new
perspectives. At times they brought in so. I'm excited to share this with others and last question i
have for us as you. Now that you're mainly. I would guess that at the end of your your times
during his bishop. How his being a leader in this role helped to become a better follower of jesus
christ. That's a great question this morning. I had a chance to speak to the seminary students.
Early morning devotion i actually did it from the bishop's office because as my camera faces
meet behind our picture of of christ in guests seventy and in the portrait of christ that were in the
church were familiar with the red the red road dell parsons picture i guess one thing about being
a leader that somebody better followers recognizing how involved christ is in in all of this. I told
the youth today. Like i hope when people sit across from me in that in that office but they look
right past me and they look and see who it is. That's actually paying pest pay the price who is
washing over them in love who forgives in heels in helps i may say some stuff that hopefully
points you to to wear the sources But i've just come to really understand how how involved crisis
that sounds me. Be a better better follower. Because i i realized how important he is in my eyes
fred. My relationships within that the his own councils in washing other people serve some really
really people. I serve right now as bishop but in six months or so i'll be in a new calling. There'll
be a new shift in all the asked to follow in that regarded but even in the time that have been
bishop to recognize in council. There are there are often better ways than than the way that i
suggested that i think leader really job is to illicit that the good in the great from those around
you and then be willing to say that. That's actually the right way to do this. does nothing to do
with with the weather. I'm i mean it shouldn't be about. It was my idea or not read.

00:40:01 - 00:42:20

It should be banned. That's that's great. I love how you're thinking that brandon and not worry
whose idea was not credit for later somewhere down the road that set now. But i need just
realizing that that others have can lead while you lead break. Presidents have authority in some
ehlers corn president keys so they can lead while you lead We can all be leading. I guess
depending on what you calling is just magnified that calling giving them the runway to lead in



that calling. Don't micromanage it so much. It's amazing that this church works It should
because he have howard. Thirty thousand whatever bishops. Who were all different yet. Many
state presidents who are all different. It's crazy but but it works out the spirits of departed and
that concludes. This how i lead interview. Hope you enjoyed it and I would ask you. Could you
take a minute and drop this link in an email on social media in taxed wherever it makes most
sense and share it with somebody who could relate to this experience and this is how we
develop as leaders just hearing what the other guys doing trying some things out testing
adjusting for your area. And that's where great leaderships discover. Christ we would love to.
Have you share this with somebody in this calling or related calling and that would be great and
also if you know somebody any type of leader who would be a fantastic guests on the how i lead
segment reach out to us. Go to leading safe dot org slash contact. Maybe send this individual
nemo letting them know that you're going to be suggesting their name for this interview will
reach out to them and see if we can line them up so again. Go to leading saints dot org slash
contact and there you can smell all the information and let us know and maybe they will be on
feature how i lead segment on the leading saints. Podcast and remember text. The word lead to
four seven four seven four seven in order to access the three free sessions of the lgbt saints
library.


